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PRESIDENT’S POST
Top of the South Meeting
Earlier this month I, along with four other members, attended the Top of the South (TOTS) meeting hosted by
the Marlborough SeniorNet Centre at Linkwater. The Marlborough people did themselves proud with the
morning and afternoon teas and lunch as well as providing for a very inspiring meeting. Grant Sidaway was the
main speaker, ably assisted by Duncan Fuller.

Reports
The Learning Centres present gave reports on what is happening for them in terms of accommodation,
finances, courses and programmmes. It seems that throughout the country, centres are turning away from
long courses in favour of more interest groups and workshops and catering for subjects more indirectly
connected to computers.
We learned of the struggles that centres like the Marlborough group and Takaka were having in getting tutors
and indeed many centres throughout the country. It was suggested that members from Nelson and Motueka
could be of assistance to those struggling centres to enable them to revitalize their programs and their
centres.
[cont’d on page 5 ...]

An explanatory article about the latest buzz term “ambient computing” by Mike Elgan, sourced from
Computerworld TopNews, www.computerworld.co.nz, is linked on our website for you. Here’s a hint, ambient
computing isn’t about surfing the web on your tablet, whilst relaxing with a cool beer in your hand!!
Go to https://seniornetmotueka.org.nz/ click on the tab News & Articles, then Articles, to find out what it
really is :o)
Sandra Price

HAVE YOU TRIED MICROSOFT’S FREE EMAIL SERVICE OUTLOOK?
We’ve all become aware of the advantages of free web-based email
services. The flexibility of being able to access your messages from any
device anywhere in the world, & the convenience of switching to another
ISP without having to change your email address. Gmail, Hotmail & Yahoo
are 3 popular free email services. Gmail is top of the pops - it is robust,
links in with other Google tools, & has excellent spam & virus filters.
BUT you may like to dip your toe in the water with www.outlook.com.
Just choose a username & password, then follow the prompts on screen. It
is a no frills, simple email service. Easy to use & worth a try so you have a
second string to your email bow.
Sandra Price

“SeniorNet is a community training network that supports & motivates people
aged 50+ to enjoy & use technology in their everyday lives.”
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WINDOWS 10 LAPTOP PLUGGED IN BUT BATTERY
NOT CHARGING. [Source = Otago SeniorNet Newsletter]

185 High St, Motueka
Telephone
03 528 1111
Email
motueka@nbs.co.nz

COURSES STILL TO COME IN TERM 1
COURSE DETAILS

DATES TIME

COST

TUTOR

Beginners (PC)

2nd & 9th
April

Tuesday
9.30-11.30am
2 weeks

Doreen Inwood
03 528 4717
einwood@xtra.co.nz

3rd & 10th
April

Wednesday
12noon-2pm
2 weeks

$10 members
$20 nonmembers
$10 members
$20 nonmembers

Google Drive & Google Docs
Learn about FREE backup storage in
the Cloud, & FREE word processing.

5th & 12th
April

Friday 9.3011.30am
2 weeks

Sandra Price
0212 645 233
sandralouiseprice@gmail.com

iPad 2

25th March
& 1st April

Monday
2.30-4.30pm
2 weeks

$10 members
$20 nonmembers
$10 members
$20 nonmembers

New to computing? Practice your
first steps in a friendly supportive
class.
Exploring Countries & Cultures:
Aboriginal Australia

Come & be fascinated by firsthand
stories of living & working in a
small remote settlement.

Build on your knowledge of what
you can do with an iPad.

Sandra Price
0212 645 233
sandralouiseprice@gmail.com

Peter Beaumont
021 298 3387
beaumont.peter@gmail.com
INTERESTING FACT FROM HUTT

Dates for your Diary
MEMBERS’ MEETING
Mon 1st April 10am: Guest speaker, Grant Heaney
talking about “Safety on the Roads”

HELP & SUPPORT SESSIONS
Mon 8th April 10-11.30am
Sat 27th April 2-3.30pm
INTEREST GROUPS
Fri 5th April 2.30pm: Digital Photography
Fri 12th April 2.30pm: Genealogy
Fri 19th April EASTER no iPPIG meeting
Fri 26th April 2.30pm: Mac
Mon 22nd April 10am: Android Tablet
Tues 30th April 7.30pm: Genealogy

CITY SENIORENT NEWSLETTER
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MEMBERSHIP MEMO FROM MAUREEN
Our club membership now totals 225.
Welcome to recently joined members Margaret Morrin & Anne-Marie Rzoska-Strong.
N.B. Show the barcode on your membership card at Noel Leeming to obtain SeniorNet discount.

iPPIG REPORT 15th March
We started the meeting with the usual humorous video - this time testing an iPad.
In this video it meant testing an iPad and pencil to destruction with much shock
amongst the group watching the tester use his stanley knife on the iPad. And yes, iPads can break in half if you bend
them hard enough!
Helen Gower from SN Nelson followed with talks on Instagram and Twitter. The group were keen on understanding Instagram to share stories and photos with other family spread around the world. Helen took us through taking, editing and
sharing photos, videos and messages on Instagram. Also following friends and trends with 1 billion people around the
world. Helen spoke about Twitter which she got involved with when Spark were looking for Gigatown in New Zealand.
Twitter is an online news and social networking on which users post and interact with messages known as “tweets” Helen
eventually accumulated 72,000 tweets including conversations with Kim Dotcom and Prince Phillip. She said it is easy to
search to find current news and was fun.
Trish told us about Libby for downloading books from the library. You need to download Overdrive and Libby from the
app store then set up with your Tasman library card. A pin number is required and that is usually the last four digits of
your card number. Libby is easy to use and the app is laid out logically with general headings and a magnifying glass for
searching directly for books or authors.
Sandra spoke about an app called Pocket. This can store articles from any web based alert or news service that you want
to read later. This helps with the problem of managing (i.e. Not losing) the many article of interest you want to read
when you have time. The articles can also be converted to audio format!
To finish the meeting on a high note Clive talked about holding two fingers on the iPad keyboard to move the cursor
easily. This can also be done by holding down the space bar and moving the cursor horizontally with one finger.

Peter Beaumont

MAC REPORT 22nd March
Searching for all the details in files through the finder was one of the main features of the March M I G meeting. But
there were also lots of questions, including problems with bouncing beach balls and with trying to get the right I D and
password for the cloud.
How to cut down the speed of presenters talking on YouTube videos was a fascinating subject, particularly as you can
reduce the speed, of the talking without affecting the quality.
The mysteries of mail and the many things you can do with Mac mail we also looked at, and we must now consider
whether in future we should concentrate on just one or two subjects at a meeting — plus questions of course — rather
than raising random topics.
A good turnout this month. Hope it keeps up....if the. Group is to prosper. One member comes all the way from Nelson
to attend. Maybe others could make it 500 metres or so...

Anton Petre
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Main points from the Committee Meeting, March 18th
•

Our Annual Report has been submitted to the Charities Commission.

•

The National SeniorNet Federation’s website has been refreshed, in particular to be more “device
responsive” (i.e. to display suitably whether you are accessing it using a laptop, tablet or phone), and to
be more “interactive.” The latter means that learning centres are invited to have input e.g. adding
photos, success stories, and uploading course manuals to share.

•

Five members from Motueka SeniorNet travelled across to Linkwater on 7th March to attend the TOTS
(Top of the South) meeting for 2019. See detail in the President’s Post.

•

Two committee members will be attending the national SeniorNet
AGM and Symposium in Palmerston North on May 8th and 9th.

•

Some courses from Term One have proved to be very popular e.g.
The New Age of TV, and Staying Safe Driving.
Others have been cancelled due to low or zero enrolments
e.g.Windows 10, Life Stories, GIMP 2, Saving and Editing Photos,
Travel—booking flights and accommodation online. Planning has
already begun on the calendar for Term Two.

•

The sticking front door at the rooms has been fixed, also the
flickering fluorescent lights.

•

Our DL size colour advertising brochure has been updated. 100
copies have been distributed to display stands at the TDC, Library,
Community House and Affordable Computers.

•

The committee us investigating if the loan period for library books
can be extended from 2 to 3 weeks.

“GRIPE” SHEETS : COMPLAINTS AND SOLUTIONS!!
After every flight, pilots fill out a form, called a 'gripe sheet,' which tells mechanics about problems with the aircraft. The
mechanics correct the problems; document their repairs on the form, and then pilots review the gripe sheets before the
next flight. Never let it be said that ground crews lack a sense of humour!! Here are some actual maintenance complaints
submitted and the solutions recorded (marked by maintenance engineers. (P = pilot query, S = maintenance solution)
P: Left inside main tire almost needs replacement.
S: Almost replaced left inside main tire.

P: IFF inoperative in OFF mode.
S: IFF always inoperative in OFF mode.

P: Test flight OK, except auto-land very rough.
S: Auto-land not installed on this aircraft.

P: Suspected crack in windshield.
S: Suspect you're right.

P: Something loose in cockpit
S: Something tightened in cockpit

P: Number 3 engine missing.
S: Engine found on right wing after brief search

P: Dead bugs on windshield.
S: Live bugs on back-order.

P: Aircraft handles funny. (I love this one!)
S: Aircraft warned to straighten up, fly right and be serious.

P: Autopilot in altitude-hold mode produces a 200 feet per
minute descent.
S: Cannot reproduce problem on ground.

P: Target radar hums.
S: Reprogrammed target radar with lyrics.

P: Evidence of leak on right main landing gear.
S: Evidence removed.

P: Mouse in cockpit.
S: Cat installed.

P: DME volume unbelievably loud.
S: DME volume set to more believable level.

P: Noise coming from under instrument panel. Sounds like
a midget pounding on something with a hammer
S: Took hammer away from midget.

P: Friction locks cause throttle levers to stick.
S: That's what friction locks are for.
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DIG Meeting 1st March
Our theme for the month was panoramas and we had some very good photos. Maureen gave a quick demo on achieving a
good panorama using Digital Image Suite. Peter Hallett gave us a very good demo on doing a collage using a programme
called Gimp.
We have decided on an outing for our next meeting in April going to look at the old derelict German Pub Up the valley. We
will meet at SeniorNet on Friday April 5th at 12.30pm to carpool and go to the Upper Moutere café for lunch, then go off
exploring.
Look forward to seeing you all there.

[...cont’d from page 1]

Maureen Hutton

PRESIDENT’S POST

We discussed the reopening of closed down centres like Blenheim and Westport, but no decision was reached
because of the lack of people willing to put their hands up in those areas to take on leadership roles. (another
national problem)

Federation Website
On a more positive note Grant Sidaway told us about the upgrade to the Federation’s website to make it more
interesting, easier to navigate and more user friendly to people with phones and tablets. It really looked great
and contained a wealth of material produced by other centres to aid tutors in taking classes, as well as facility
for Learning Centres to update their own information and provide success stories, directly.

Motueka is so fortunate
I came away from that meeting realizing just how fortunate we are in Motueka. Through the foresight,
determination and dedication of earlier members we have our own building (the only Learning Centre in NZ in
this position). We have money on term deposit and do not have to rely on fundraising. We have many able and
competent tutors and when the classes are finished we don’t have to pack up our gear and lock it away so that
another group can use the hall/rooms etc.

Don’t take our blessings for granted
I also realized that we can’t afford to take our situation for granted. What do I mean by this? I mean that every
member has a responsibility to help keep the SeniorNet Motueka thriving, by taking part in the activities
provided or perhaps suggest new classes/interest groups. Three classes have been cancelled this term through
lack of enrolments

Here’s a challenge
How about signing up for a class or even coming to Help & Support with that problem you’re having with your
device and get some help. You never know – you might like it .

Regards Clive
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MacHint: MAKING SIRI BEHAVE, by Anton Petre
Apple’s Siri has been improved lately, and is getting better all the time, but it stilL has limitations around correctly spelling things you speak and correctly pronouncing words and names.
There are some workarounds.
·

“Siri won’t spell something correctly.” Siri may transcribe a name or word incorrectly. You can add the

correctly spelled version of the word or name to a contact name, and that can fix things. You can also swipe
down on the Siri screen and type to correct misspelled words in its version. It’s supposed to get better over
time as you make those corrections.
·

“Siri won’t pronounce my name or someone else’s name correctly.” You can tell Siri that it got it wrong,

and Siri provides alternative pronunciations from which you can pick, or you can add a word or name to a
contact and use a hidden phonetic field in Contacts to provide the correct way to say it. Unfortunately, this
doesn’t always work. But it is well worth trying.

Firefox set to silence auto-play audio with March upgrade

by Gregg Keizer

Does it annoy you when you’re browsing a website & a video further up the page starts playing? Read on ..

Mozilla this week announced that the next upgrade to Firefox, due for release
March 19, will automatically block all auto-play audio by default. Only when the
user explicitly interacts with the website to launch audio or video content - they
cited clicking a "Play" button as an example - will Firefox allow sound to stream.
Users may set site-specific controls to allow some destinations to start playing audio as soon as the browser pulls up a page. And auto-play video will be allowed
when muted. It is recommended that site developers adopt the latter practice,
perhaps with an "Unmute" button for users to click.
Google's Chrome led the pack in stymying audio auto-play, although that browser has taken a looser approach.
As long ago as 2013, Chrome began blocking audio that blasted unbidden from an opened tab. Last year, it
instituted stricter control over auto-play, though at the same time it
declined to block every site's audio.
On personal computers, Google tracks user behavior and "if the user has frequently played media on the site,
according to the Media Engagement Index" (MEI), audio will pour from the speakers.
The MEI, according to a Google explanatory document, "provide[s] a metric
THOUGHTS OF A SEN-AGER
reflecting the engagement of a given user with regards to media playback
(SENIOR TEENAGER)
on a given origin." Sites with high MEI scores - a prime example would be
youtube.com - are given a pass on the no-sound rule.
Chrome also already blocks auto-played Web Audio content, something
which Firefox would only get to sometime later this year.
The Web Audio API (application programming interface) is a newer make
sound standard for web applications.

[Adapted from: Computerworld TopNews www.computerworld.co.nz/ 7.2.19]
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Refreshing your old Apple or Samsung smartphone
could be a cheaper option than buying a new one
[adapted from article by Blayne Slabbert, Nelson Mail, 24-11-18]

Several new smartphones have been announced lately, it’s tempting to upgrade. Apple and Samsung tout faster, slicker gadgets making your current
smartphone look dated. But smartphone tech is changing at a slower pace
than a few years ago so getting a new phone won't bring significant improvements. Also, prices have increased a lot this year - at the top end
you'll pay more than $1500. So if your phone is still working OK it may be
better to refresh it rather than replace.
Here are some tips to make your phone feel almost new again.

1. Software update
If you own an older iPhone then update it immediately. The latest software,
iOS12, makes a significant performance improvement to older devices. Also,
the latest iPhones run the same software as older devices so using a new
device won't be that much different.
Android does an annual software update too but manufacturers are not that
great in releasing it for their devices.To find out if you can get the new
version, go to System > System Update > Check for update, and install it if
it's available.
You could also try and reset your phone (make sure you do a backup
first) and reinstall the operating software and apps. This can get rid of hidden unnecessary software or "bloatware", clear your cached data and force
you to ditch old apps and only install ones you actually use.
Free up storage space by using cloud services such as Google Drive or DropBox so your phone is not running at capacity.
The last thing to try is to adjust settings to disable animations and background refreshing of apps, two things which can put a strain on your phone.
Replace the battery. Lithium-ion batteries are great but they have a limited
lifespan and eventually, they start losing the ability to hold a charge. When
smartphones first came out it was possible to replace the battery yourself
but now just about every device is sealed. Fortunately, a lot of smartphone
repair shops can do it for you. If you're handy and want to save money you
can try to do it yourself. The website ifixit.com has instructions how to do
it, but beware, the process is "difficult" so take care.

2. Fix your screen
SeniorNet Motueka est.1998
42 Pah Street, Motueka
Postal address:
PO Box 297, Motueka 7143

I often see smartphones, new and old, with cracked screens. Some may not
mind the distorted view, but replacing the screen can give a smartphone a
new lease of life. It can be expensive for some models and you may be better off getting a new phone. If you're keen to replace the screen yourself
then ifixit.com has instructions to help you. Another way to give your
screen a refresh is to replace a peeling/bubbling screen protector. Most
modern phones don't need one but if you like that added level of protection
prefer a tempered glass screen protector rather than plastic. Other affordable repairs to improve your phone: replacing a broken camera, fixing a
home button or replacing a charging port.

3. Buy a new case
Getting a new case will not only ensure your device lasts longer but it can
give it a new look—a different colour, a snazzy design or a tough case to
ensure it survives for a few more years. If you're not worried about durability, replacing your old chunky case with a slimmer model can make your
phone feel a lot sleeker.
Smartphone manufacturers design their devices to last about three years
but you can extend that by taking care of your phone, updating the software and fixing problems as they arise. Spending a few hundred dollars and
a bit of time could give your phone a refresh that will allow it to last a few
more years with the added bonus of saving you a lot of money.

